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Abstract

Designing networks with specified collective properties is useful in a variety of
application areas, enabling the study of how given properties affect the behavior
of network models, the downscaling of empirical networks to workable sizes, and
the analysis of network evolution. Despite the importance of the task, there currently exists a gap in our ability to systematically generate networks that adhere
to theoretical guarantees for the given property specifications. In this paper,
we propose the use of Mixed-Integer Linear Optimization modeling and solution
methodologies to address this Network Generation Problem. We present a number of useful modeling techniques and apply them to mathematically express and
constrain network properties in the context of an optimization formulation. We
then develop complete formulations for the generation of networks that attain
specified levels of connectivity, spread, assortativity and robustness, and we illustrate these via a number of computational case studies.
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1

Introduction

Detailed modeling and simulation of large, complex networks are increasingly being used in
several fields (from biology, epidemiology and economics, to traffic management and supplychains). As a result, there have been several empirical studies of the interaction between the
structure of such networks and their dynamics (a “network” analog of structure-property
relations in materials science). Detecting, understanding, and eventually exploiting this
structure-dynamics relation in networks is thus a subject of intense interdisciplinary research.
Clearly, the construction of networks with prescribed structure is an integral part of this
effort, and the purpose of this paper is to present and illustrate a computer-assisted, mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) approach to this important task.
There are many important examples where the topology of real world networks has been
analyzed in great detail in order to understand their formation and dynamics - the Internet
holds probably pride of place among these. A brief history of the development of Internet
“topology generators” (the construction of networks that hopefully model the Internet) can
be found in Tangmunarunkit et al. [42]. The earliest internet topology generators were
based on the Erdös-Rényi model. Realistic simulations of dynamical models of the internet,
however, required topology generators that more accurately represented its structure. Hence,
better models that take into account the hierarchy in the internet were later proposed [11],
and these were widely accepted until the breakthrough results by Faloutsos et al. [15] revealed
that the topology of the internet exhibits power-law dependence in terms of the degrees of
the nodes. Networks with such power-law degree distributions are called scale-free networks,
and are in stark contrast with networks featuring the Poisson distribution of degrees created
by topology generators based on the Erdös-Rényi model. This suggests that local properties
of real networks are not accurately reproduced by simple graph models. While a lot of
attention has focused on designing realistic models of the Internet, the utility of graph
models that produce power-law degree distributions is not restricted to the Internet domain
alone. Several systems have been found to have power law degree distributions with different
degree exponents. Newman [33] and Albert and Barabási [2] review graphs from numerous
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systems that adhere to a power-law degree distribution. These discoveries create the need
for better alternative approaches to generating models of real world networks. In response
to this need, Barabási and Albert [6] themselves proposed an evolutionary process to create
scale-free networks. In their model, the network grows by the addition of nodes which
preferentially attach to the existing nodes that are already well connected. This model is
termed in the literature as the “preferential attachment” model. A different approach is
used by Aiello et al. [1] to create random graphs with power-law degree distribution. They
first generate sequences of degrees from a power law distribution and then create networks
that satisfy this degree distribution.
These two approaches exemplify two distinct (yet at some level related) approaches by
which realistic network properties (i.e., the scale-free structure in this case) can be “built in”
model networks. The first approach, which one might name complex network growth models
is to use dynamical construction procedures (evolutionary or growth processes) that give rise
to networks with required properties. Examples of such models that have been extensively
used in complex systems research are the Watts-Strogatz model for small-world networks [46]
and the aforementioned preferential attachment model that creates scale-free networks [6].
While such complex network growth models may provide insights into the microscopic
processes that govern the formation of real world networks, they will in general create graphs
that do not fully capture several properties of interest. For example, Bu et al. [10] show that
Internet topology generators produce graphs which have different values of characteristic
path lengths and clustering coefficients compared to the actual internet graph. The second
approach to network generation is built around the requirement to create graphs with specified properties. Such methods might be named network generation algorithms. The main
feature of this second approach is the fact that combinations of several properties (beyond,
for example, just the degree distribution) can be explicitly taken into account.
Newman [33] provides a list of different graph properties that can be “built in” network generation algorithms, and discusses their relevance in real systems. For instance, the
average path length of social networks is found to be small for even very large networks,
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which characterizes what is known as the small-world property. This has direct implications
on the diffusion of information or the spread of epidemics on such networks. Shirley and
Rushton [41] study the impact of the structure of four different types of network topologies,
namely Erdös-Rényi, regular lattices, small-world, and scale-free, on epidemic dynamics.
They show that in scale-free networks with very small clustering and short path lengths, the
spread of the disease is faster, while in regular lattices with high clustering coefficients and
long path lengths, the spread is the slowest among all other types of networks. Badham
and Stocker [4] report that increases in assortativity and clustering coefficient are associated with smaller epidemics. The effect of correlations between neighboring node degrees
in a network has also been found to be a crucial property in determining system behavior
in a variety of physical systems. Miao et al. [27] study the effect of degree-degree correlations on the pinning controllability of networks and find that dissortative mixing enhances
controllability. The results of Pechenick et al. [36] show that chaotic gene regulatory networks exhibit increasingly robust phenotypes with increasing assortativity. Pastor-Satorras
et al. [35] report that disassortative networks enhance transport through them. They find
that “the pressure congestion for disassortative (assortative) networks is lower (bigger) than
the one for uncorrelated networks.” Watts and Strogatz [46] report that oscillators connected by a small-world structure synchronize more readily than those connected by other
network topologies. Hong et al. [24] find other important properties that affect the synchronizability of oscillators connected by a Watts-Strogatz network [46]. They find that
“better synchronizability for the WS small-world network is induced as the heterogeneity
of the degree distribution is increased, as the characteristic path length is decreased, as the
maximum betweenness centrality is reduced, or as the maximum degree is raised.” Thus, we
find that properties like the maximum degree and the maximum betweenness centrality are
also relevant for some dynamical network systems. Ravasz and Barabási [38] find that the
clustering coefficients of the nodes are proportional to the inverse of the nodal degrees for
four real networks (actor network, semantic web, world wide web and the internet). They
propose this to be related to the hierarchical organization of the network. They suggest that
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“the fundamental discrepancy between models and empirical measurements is rooted in a
previously disregarded, yet generic feature of many real networks: their hierarchical topology.” Thus, it may be important to maintain the “degree-dependent clustering” in models
of network topology.
All these results clearly point to the necessity of being able to generate graphs with
specified properties, not only to replicate realistic structures of real networks but also to
create artificial networks that will result in desired functions. One of the main difficulties
in accurately studying the effect of network properties on the function of networked systems
is disassociating the effect of one property from the effect of others. Wrong conclusions
will be derived when the network topology generator induces artificial correlations between
different sets of properties. It is clear that graph-generating algorithms must be able to
create networks with controllably-tunable combinations of graph properties.
A majority of existing network generation algorithms focus on constructing networks
with specified degree statistics. The Havel-Hakimi algorithm [21, 22] is a deterministic algorithm that guarantees a network for any given graphical sequence of degrees. However, the
algorithm always creates the same network for a given input degree sequence, which may
be a limitation in certain applications. The “pairing” or “configuration” model [9, 48] is a
stochastic algorithm that alleviates this problem, but it suffers from non-uniform sampling.
Strategies to generate uniformly distributed random graphs with specified degree sequences
are discussed in a number of publications [8, 29, 43]. The Chung-Lu algorithm [12, 28] is
another probabilistic algorithm that creates a random graph from an ensemble of graphs
with a given expected degree sequence.
Besides the degree sequence, clustering and assortativity are two other properties that
have received considerable attention in the context of network topology generation algorithms. Algorithms that tune clustering coefficients in scale-free networks are given in [17,23],
while an algorithm for small-world networks can be found in [45]. Several algorithms have
also been proposed to construct graphs with specified clustering coefficients in conjunction
with given degree distributions [5,13,25,44]. Procedures to create networks with specified as-
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sortativity have also been introduced [19,31,32]. An algorithm that controls both the degree
distribution and assortativity can be found in Xulvi-Brunet and Sokolov [49]. The problem
of constructing graphs with given maximum degree and diameter that has the largest number
of vertices has also been studied [3,7,16]. In addition, Nakano et al. [30] discuss an algorithm
to construct weighted graphs such that the total weight of the edges incident to a node is
at least the given weight of the node. Finally, other property combinations that have been
addressed in the context of network generation algorithms include the (a) degree distribution
and degree-dependent clustering [18, 26, 39, 40], (b) joint degree-degree distribution [14, 47],
(c) joint degree-degree distribution and modularity [50], (d) degree-degree correlations and
degree-dependent clustering [37], and (e) eigenvector centrality [34].
The majority of the above algorithms cannot guarantee the generation of networks that
satisfy exactly the properties specifications, or that lie within bounded deviations from the
desired values. In our earlier work [18], we introduced a method to specify degree distribution
in conjunction with a specified number of triangles among nodes of given degree (i.e., degreedependent clustering levels). The method provided theoretical guarantees that a network
satisfying the imposed specification would be constructed, if such a network existed. It also
constituted the first time in the open literature that a network generation approach based on
mathematical optimization was proposed. In particular, the problem was posed as a MixedInteger Linear Problem (MILP), and as a result, the method offered a number of advantages
over traditional approaches. For example, in addition to identifying a network that possesses
a collection of desired properties, an MILP-based framework is typically suitable to (a) certify
if no such network exists, (b) identify multiple, or even all, non-isomorphic such networks,
(c) identify the network that is most similar –under a suitable metric– to a reference network,
(d) identify the network that minimizes/maximizes some application-specific objective, (e)
determine the smallest size N0 for a network to admit all properties, and (f) identify networks
that approximately satisfy the properties within given tolerances.
Posing the problem as an MILP allows for employing standard, well-developed solution
algorithms (e.g., branch-and-bound, branch-and-cut) to deal with the complex decision-
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making that is involved. It is thus a promising approach towards developing the capability
to systematically design networks that possess desired properties with explicit guarantees of
achieving the specifications exactly or within bounded deviations. In this paper, we demonstrate the scope and generality of the MILP-based approach, and in particular the associated
modeling techniques required to handle a wide variety of properties. The remainder of the
paper is structured as follows: after formalizing the Network Generation Problem, Section 2
introduces the modeling techniques that can be used to formulate the mathematical expression and specification of any network property of interest in an optimization context.
Section 3 then develops model “snippets” that correspond to a number of popular network
properties. Section 4 addresses modeling and implementation issues that can enhance the
performance of optimization algorithms in the context of the Network Generation Problem.
Section 5 discusses how to put together complete optimization formulations for the design
of networks that have tunable levels of connectivity, spread, assortativity and robustness.
Although by no means exhaustive for the capabilities of the proposed optimization-based
framework, these illustrative applications were selected so as to showcase its versatility and
flexibility with regards to network properties that can be addressed. A number of computational case studies are also provided for illustration. Finally, Section 6 presents our
concluding remarks. Throughout the paper, we use boldface to indicate vector quantities.

2

Modeling the Network Generation Problem

The Network Generation Problem (NGP) calls for the identification of the connections
(edges) that need to exist between its nodes in order for the network to attain specific
values, or values within specific ranges, for a set of properties of interest. By “properties” we
refer to various characteristic quantities of networks including global metrics (e.g., the global
clustering coefficient), local metrics (e.g., a node’s local clustering coefficient), nodal distributions (e.g., the degree sequence), network distances (e.g., shortest paths among nodes),
and densities of distinctive patterns (e.g., total number of triangles). We remark that, as
different properties result in different admissible (feasible) network configurations, the NGP
8

seeks configurations that are simultaneously feasible with respect to all specified properties.
In order to address the NGP, we will formulate optimization models according to two
major aims. The first is to concisely mathematically express each of the desired properties
so that they can be conveniently evaluated given any network configuration that is explored
during the solution process. The second aim is to appropriately restrict the feasible solution
space into only those network configurations that satisfy all property specifications. Both
aims are to be met with an appropriate selection of optimization variables and equality or
inequality constraints, something that is discussed in detail in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.
Throughout the analysis, we preserve an overall MILP structure for our models and strive
to involve expressions that have as tight LP-relaxations as possible. We also focus on creating
modular formulations, which we achieve by describing each property with an independent
set of constraints that can be included as a building block to an overall formulation only
when the property in question is part of the problem specifications. The modularity of our
formulations is illustrated later in Section 5, where complete formulations are put together
by utilizing the constraints presented as stand-alone examples in Sections 3 and 4.
Let V = {1, 2, · · · , N } be the set of the network’s nodes, where N is an a priori known
constant - here the maximum allowable number of nodes. Depending on the application,
a set of properties may explicitly or implicitly impose that all N nodes are non-isolated
(i.e., have degree of at least one), or even that the network has a single component (i.e., is
connected). Let also E = {(i, j) ∈ V × V : i < j} be the set of all (undirected) edges that
can possibly form between the nodes in V . As the cases N = 0 and N = 1 are trivial for the
NGP, we always assume for convenience that N ≥ 2.
For ease of exposition, this paper focuses on undirected, simple networks. Extensions
to more general classes of networks can be handled by appropriately augmenting the set
E. For example, loops can be considered by allowing i = j, while directed arcs can be
introduced by allowing j > i. Furthermore, we consider nodes to be unlabeled; that is, the
nodes are permutable with each other and the specification does not provide any particular
reference to node labels. We remark that the unlabeled case is in fact the more general and
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“difficult” variant of the NGP, as achieving a more abstract specification must in general be
more involved.

2.1

Expressing Properties

The basic set of optimization variables utilized in our framework is a set of binary variables
xij to denote the existence of each edge (i, j) ∈ E:

 1 : if edge (i, j) exists in the solution
xij =
 0 : otherwise.

(1)

The x-variables suffice to fully define the configuration of the network. Once their values
are determined, every property of the network can be uniquely evaluated, and whether the
property specifications are satisfied or not can be unambiguously determined. However,
only a handful of properties can be expressed in closed form as a linear function of these
variables. A notable example is the degree of a node, which can be expressed as the sum of
all edges incident to that node. Other properties will typically necessitate the introduction
of additional auxiliary variables to facilitate their mathematical description. For example,
properties such as the global clustering coefficient require the encoding of whether particular
features (in this case, triangles) have been formed or not, while expressing properties such as
the network diameter would require the encoding of the shortest-path lengths among each
pair of nodes. To that end, it is often convenient to introduce a new set of variables yf to
capture the formation of each feature f ∈ F , where F is the set of features of interest, as
well as a new set of variables wij to express the length of the shortest path between each
pair of nodes (i, j) ∈ E. Restricting these variables to their intended values is discussed in
Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
In general, most properties of interest can be expressed directly as a linear combination
of the x-, y- and w-variables:
p=

X
(i,j)∈E

αij xij +

X

βf yf +

f ∈F

X
(i,j)∈E
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γij wij + δ,

(2)

where α, β, γ and δ are parameters that depend on the type of property, and p is an auxiliary
variable to capture the property’s value.
The use of an auxiliary p-variable helps the model from a human-readability and modularity perspective. Furthermore, it facilitates the expression (in a linear fashion) of more
complex, higher-level properties. For example, once the local clustering coefficients of each
node are represented by an appropriately defined set of p-variables, the average clustering
coefficient of the entire network can be expressed based on their sum. We note that, irrespectively of whether it represents a discrete or a continuous quantity, every p-variable
may be declared to the MILP solver as a continuous variable within appropriate lower and
upper bounds, pL and pU . These bounds can be readily derived based on interval arithmetic
considerations. We further remark that most commercial MILP solvers will automatically
detect the special manner in which these additional variables participate in the formulation and remove them during a preprocessing phase. Therefore, it is not expected that the
computational performance of the solution process will be burdened by these types of modeling simplifications. Examples of expressing a number of popular properties are provided
in Section 3.
2.1.1

Encoding the Existence of Features (Motifs)

The existence or absence in the designed network of characteristic patterns (e.g., triplets,
triangles, cliques, stars) may be of interest as a result of some higher-level property (e.g.,
global clustering coefficient, clique number). In such cases, the explicit encoding of the
existence of these features is required to enable the expression of the desired property. We
observe that the formation of any feature (motif) corresponds to the concurrent existence
and/or absence of certain edges. For example, a triangle between nodes 1, 2 and 3 exists
if and only if all three edges (1, 2), (1, 3) and (2, 3) exist or, equivalently, if and only if
x12 x13 x23 = 1. Similarly, an open triplet along trajectory 2–1–3 exists if and only if edges
(1, 2) and (1, 3) exist, while edge (2, 3) does not, or if and only if x12 x13 (1 − x13 ) = 1.
For every feature f ∈ F , where F is the set of all features of interest, let Ef+ ⊆ E and
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Ef− ⊆ E be the corresponding collections of edges that need exist and be absent, respectively,
and let a variable yf be defined as

 1 : if feature f exists in the solution
yf =
 0 : otherwise.

(3)

In order to maintain linear structure in the model, the variable yf is not expressed
Q
Q
directly as the product
xij
(1 − xij ); rather it is restricted to an appropriate
(i,j)∈Ef+

(i,j)∈Ef−

binary value through the following set of constraints:
∀(i, j) ∈ Ef+

yf ≤ xij

yf ≤ 1 − xij
∀(i, j) ∈ Ef−
X
X
xij
(1 − xij ) −
yf ≥ 1 −

(4)
(5)
(6)

(i,j)∈Ef−

(i,j)∈Ef+

yf ≥ 0.

(7)

We remark that, at any feasible solution (where all x-variables have attained binary
values), the above constraints restrict the value of yf to either 0 or 1 without any explicit
claim about its integrality. This means that variables yf need not be defined as binary
–rather as mere continuous– in the context of the MILP solution algorithm.
An alternative to the O(|Ef+ | + |Ef− |) constraints (4) and (5) are the two aggregate
constraints
yf ≤

X
1
xij
|Ef+ |
+

(8)

(i,j)∈Ef

yf ≤ 1 −

X
1
xij .
|Ef− |
−

(9)

(i,j)∈Ef

Use of constraints (4)–(5) is preferred, as they result into tighter LP-relaxations. Furthermore, their total-unimodularity endowes the overall LP-relaxations with an increased
tendency to admit integral solutions. The alternative constraints (8)–(9) are attractive in
cases where the size of the formulation becomes an issue and has to be limited within an
acceptable level. We note that when using the aggregate constraints, binarity of variable yf
12

is not guaranteed and must be explicitly declared to the MILP solver. Examples of defining
a number of common features are provided for illustration in Section 3.
2.1.2

Encoding Shortest Paths

A number of properties (e.g., betweeness-centrality, network diameter) depend on shortestpath information. To that end, the explicit encoding of the shortest path between any node
pair of interest i ∈ V and j ∈ V \ {i} is required. Since a shortest path is itself an optimal
quantity (out of all the paths that connect nodes i and j, it is the one with the minimum
length), it can be obtained via the solution of a mathematical optimization formulation.
Given a network configuration x, the following formulation applies:
min
f ij

s.t.

XX

fklij

(10)

k∈V l∈V
fklij + flkij

X
l∈V
ij
fkk

≤ xkl
X ij
fklij −
flk = ξkij

∀(k, l) ∈ E

(11)

∀k ∈ V

(12)

∀k ∈ V

(13)

∀(k, l) ∈ V × V ,

(14)

l∈V

=0

fklij ≥ 0

where parameters ξiij = +1, ξjij = −1 and ξkij = 0, if k 6= i, j.
In the above formulation, each variable fklij represents whether arc (k → l) participates
or not in the shortest path between nodes i and j. Constraint (11) restricts participation
to only those arcs that are eligible; that is, to only those arcs that correspond to edges
that exist in the network. The formulation ensures the integrality of the objective function
at optimality. To that end, it suffices that the f -variables be declared to the optimization
solver as continuous. We remark however that, due to the possibility of degeneracy (i.e.,
existence of more than one distinct shortest paths), some f -variables may admit fractional
(i.e., neither 0 nor 1) values at optimality. In cases when we are not only interested in the
length of the shortest path but also interested in encoding the actual shortest path, the
f -variables should be declared as binary.1
1

For better performance of the branch-and-bound-based search process, it is advisable to deprioritize
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An alternative formulation that can be used to obtain the shortest path between nodes
i and j is the dual of the above (primal) formulation, which can be cast as follows:
max

tij ,uij ,vij

s.t.

X

ij
ij
uij
kl + ti − tj

(15)

(k,l)∈E
ij
vkl

+

tij
k

−

tij
l

ij
ij
+ tij
vkl
l − tk


≤ 1 
≤ 1 

ij
uij
kl ≤ vkl + U (1 − xkl )

∀(k, l) ∈ E

(16)

∀(k, l) ∈ E

(17)

tij
k ∈ R

∀k ∈ V

(18)

ij
uij
kl , vkl ≤ 0

∀(k, l) ∈ E,

(19)

where tij , uij and vij are continuous variables, and U = N − 2 is an appropriate “big-M”
coefficient.
Although the aforementioned two formulations (the primal and the dual) are available to
us for computing the shortest path between two given nodes of interest, none of the two can
be readily utilized in the context of the NGP. The complication arises due to the fact that the
shortest path is only encoded when the formulations are solved to optimality. This cannot
be guaranteed in general, because the objective function of the overall NGP formulation may
have to be reserved for some other application-specific functional. Furthermore, when shortest paths between additional pairs of nodes need to be encoded at the same time, as is often
the case, then it would not be possible to concurrently optimize multiple interdependent
–and generally competing– objectives. To address this shortfall, we use the strong duality
theorem of linear programming, which ensures that when no gap exists between a feasible solution of the primal problem and a feasible solution of the dual problem (i.e., when these two
solutions have equal objective values), then both solutions are the optimal solutions of their
respective problems. Given this fact, an explicit encoding of shortest-path information that
does not utilize the overall formulation’s objective function can be achieved by appending
the f -variables during branching considerations. By doing so, the f -variables will effectively be treated as
continuous throughout the search process, and only at the very end (and only if necessary) will the solver
take branching decisions on f to resolve the degeneracy.
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all constraints of both the primal and dual shortest path formulations (i.e., constraints (11)–
(14) and (16)–(19)), and in addition, appending the two equality constraints (20) and (21)
to enforce that the objectives of the primal and dual formulations simultaneously attain a
common value, wij .
wij =

XX

fklij

(20)

k∈V l∈V

wij =

X

ij
ij
uij
kl + ti − tj ,

(21)

(k,l)∈E

where wij ∈ [1, N − 1] are new variables that can be declared to the MILP solver as continuous variables (the constraints guarantee that they will attain discrete values).
We remark that an implication of encoding the shortest path between a pair of nodes
i and j is the fact that the search is restricted to networks in which i and j participate in
the same network component.2 This is due to the implicit requirement of the optimization
process that any variable of the formulation attains a finite value. However, in applications
where the specified properties involve shortest paths (or some other property that depends
on shortest paths), it is typically the case that the existence of the shortest paths is indeed
desirable.

2.2

Specifying Properties

In the context of the NGP, the set of properties of interest should in general attain values
within specified ranges. Note that this generic specification admits also the cases where
there is only a single (either lower or upper) required bound, as well as the case where
a property must equal some specified value exactly. In the following, we describe how
range restrictions can be imposed for linear, fractional, and sequence properties, as well as
restrictions on collective statistics of those. Examples of imposing restrictions for a number
of popular properties will be presented in Section 4.1. We remark that the larger the number
of property specifications, the smaller the feasible solution space is. To that end, property
2

If shortest paths are encoded for all pairs (i, j) ∈ E, then the search is restricted to connected networks.
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combinations should be chosen judiciously so as not to inadvertedly correspond to infeasible
problem instances (i.e., instances where no feasible network configuration exists).
2.2.1

Linear Properties

We define a linear property lp to be any property that can be directly expressed as a linear
combination of any of the formulation’s declared variables (e.g., the total number of triplets
or triangles in the network can be expressed as sums of appropriately defined y-variables).
This definition obviously admits any property that can be expressed as a p-variable according


to constraint (2). Specifying that lp attains some value in the range π L , π U can be trivially
achieved by appending in the overall formulation the explicit bounds
π L ≤ lp ≤ π U .

(22)

It is assumed that the linear equality constraint that constitutes the definition of property
lp has also been included in the formulation.
2.2.2

Fractional Properties

We define a fractional property f p to be any property that can be expressed as the ratio
of two linear properties, f p =

lpA
,
lpB

where the linear property lpB cannot attain the value of

zero. An example of a fractional property would be the global clustering coefficient, which is
defined as thrice the ratio between the total triangles and triplets in the network. Specifying


that a fractional property attains some value in the range π L , π U can be achieved by
appending in the overall formulation the constraints3
π L lpB ≤ lpA ≤ π U lpB .

(23)

It is assumed that the linear equality constraints that constitute the definitions of properties
lpA and lpB have also been included in the formulation.
3

Constraints (23) apply for strictly positive lpB . If instead lpB is strictly negative, the inequality signs

should be reversed.
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2.2.3

Sequence Properties

Most specified properties are scalar quantities (e.g., the clustering coefficient of a node, the
girth of the network). However, a property may also be a vector; a case in point would be the
scalar values that a collection of nodes attains for some other, scalar property. For example,
the degree sequence of all neighbors of a given node i is a vector property. If we want to
impose it on the network to be constructed, we need to have explicitly encoded which node
j (that is a neighbor of node i) attains which value from the sequence.
More formally, let a node-specific property of interest and let variables pi be this property’s values for each node i, given a network configuration x. It is assumed that the
p-variables attain appropriate values at any feasible solution (e.g., as a result of constraints
of type (2) having been included in the formulation). In addition, let a subset of M nodes
(M ≤ N ), and let participation of a node i ∈ V in this subset be dictated by an appropriately
defined binary variable zi ; that is, zi = 1, if node i participates in the subset, and zi = 0,
P
if it does not, such that
zi = M (the activation of the z-variables is formally discussed
i∈V

 L U
 

, πM
in Section 2.2.5). Finally, let a sequence of ranges Π = π1L , π1U , π2L , π2U , · · · , πM
that is to be specified on the node subset for the property of interest. In other words, it is
desired that the solution exhibits a one-to-one correspondence between the pi values for the
M nodes and the ranges in the sequence Π. We note that the admissible correspondence may
not be unique, if any two ranges in Π overlap. We introduce a new set of binary variables
qim to denote the assignment of nodes to elements of the sequence:

 1 : if node i is assigned to element m
qim =
 0 : otherwise,

(24)

L
U
where zi = 1 and πm
≤ p i ≤ πm
are necessary conditions for assignment.

The definition of the q-variables and the specification of the sequence is enforced via the
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following set of constraints:
pi ≥
pi ≤

pLi

−

pUi

pLi

−

L
πm



qim




∀(i, m) ∈ V × {1, 2, · · · , M }

(25)

∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , M }

(26)

qim ≤ zi

∀i ∈ V

(27)

qim ≥ zi

∀i ∈ V ,

(28)

pUi


U

−
− πm qim
P
qim = 1



i∈V
M
P
m=1
M
P
m=1

where pLi and pUi are appropriate lower and upper limits for the value of variable pi .
We remark that in cases where the sequence refers to nodes belonging to the intersection
of multiple subsets, the q-variables need to be appropriately restricted. This can be achieved
by (i) appending separate constraints (27) for each applicable subset and (ii) replacing the
P
right-hand side in constraints (28) with an aggregate term 1 − (1 − zie ) (e is used here to
e

index over the collection of subsets of interest and zie are the corresponding z-variables for
subset e).
2.2.4

Statistical Properties

Instead of specific values or sequences, one may want to specify collective statistics, such as
the arithmetic mean or the median of a given property. Typically these statistical metrics
are to be evaluated across the complete set of nodes (e.g., the case of the network’s average
clustering coefficient). However, in certain contexts they may refer only to a subset of nodes,
which could itself be a variable quantity that depends on the network configuration x (e.g.,
the case of the average degree among the neighbors of a given node).
More formally, let a node-specific property of interest and let variables pi attain appropriate property values for each node i ∈ V . In addition, let variables zi define participation
in a node subset of interest. To assist us in the expression of statistical metrics, we introduce
a new set of continuous variables p0i to be equal to pi zi + p̃ (1 − zi ); that is, to be equal to the
value of property pi , if zi = 1, or equal to some constant value p̃, if zi = 0. This definition
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of the p0 -variables is enforced with the following set of constraints:


pLi − p̃ zi ≤ p0i − p̃ ≤ pUi − p̃ zi


pLi − p̃ (1 − zi ) ≤ pi − p0i ≤ pUi − p̃ (1 − zi )

∀i ∈ V

(29)

∀i ∈ V ,

(30)

where pLi and pUi are appropriate lower and upper limits for the value of variable pi . We




remark that, as a result of these constraints, p0i ∈ min p̃, pLi , max p̃, pUi , for all i ∈ V .
Furthermore, we note that in cases where the sequence refers to nodes belonging to the
intersection of multiple subsets, the p0 -variables need to be appropriately restricted. This
can be achieved by (i) appending separate constraints (29) for each applicable subset and
P
(ii) replacing the term (1 − zi ) in constraints (30) with an aggregate term
(1 − zie ) (e is
e

used here to index over the collection of subsets of interest and zie are the corresponding
z-variables for subset e).
Given the constraint set (29) and (30), the sum of the property values across the subset
of interest can be linearly expressed by setting p̃ = 0 and summing p0 -variables across the
P 0
constant node set V ,
pi . The mean across the subset of interest can then be expressed as
P 0 P i∈V
zi . Therefore, the mean constitutes a fractional property and specifying
the ratio
pi /
i∈V

i∈V

it can be achieved according to the discussion in Section 2.2.2. Higher-order moments could
be specified along the same lines, assuming integral powers of the properties (p2i , p3i , etc.)
can also be expressed in a linear fashion. We remark that the specification of higher-order
moments simplifies if the moments are taken around a constant value, or if the corresponding
lower-order moments are also specified to fixed values.
We will conclude this discussion by addressing the case of specifying the median4 p̂ of a
set of property values pi , i ∈ V \ {i : zi = 0}. We will show that the median can be linearly
expressed in the formulation and, thus, can be directly specified as a linear property. We


first note that the values p̂L = min pLi and p̂U = max pUi are appropriate lower and
i∈V

i∈V

upper limits for the value of the median, irrespectively of the actual participation of nodes
in the subset of interest. We then define p0 -variables based on p̃ = p̂U and introduce two new
4

Given an ordered set of n values αi , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, we define the median to be the value α(n+1)/2 , if


n is odd, or any value in the range αn/2 , α(n+2)/2 , if n is even.
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sets of binary variables, r+ and r− , to indicate respectively whether the median is larger or
smaller than each of the p0 -variables. Similarly to (37), the following constraints enforce the
definitions of the r-variables:



pLi − p̂U ri+ ≤ p0i − p̂ ≤ pUi − p̂L 1 − ri+



pUi − p̂L ri− ≥ p0i − p̂ ≥ pLi − p̂U 1 − ri− .

(31)
(32)

Given this definition, the median p̂ will attain the proper value as a result of including
in the formulation the inequalities
P
i∈V

2N −

P
i∈V

zi ≤ 2

P

ri+ ≤ 1 +

i∈V

P

zi

(33)

i∈V

P −
P
zi ≤ 2
ri ≤ 1 + 2N −
zi
i∈V
i∈V
P
zi ≥ 1,

(34)
(35)

i∈V

where the last constraint requires explicitly that the subset of interest is not empty. We note
that the LP-relaxation can be tightened by adding constraints ri− ≥ 1 − zi and ri+ ≤ zi
for all i ∈ V .
2.2.5

Participation of Nodes in Subsets

Every property refers to an appropriately defined subset of the network’s nodes. Most
often properties are node-specific; that is, given any network configuration x, each node
i ∈ V attains a separate value for this property (e.g., the properties of degree and clustering
coefficient). In this case, the applicable subset consists of a single node. Properties may also
refer to the network as a whole (e.g., the degree sequence), in which case the subset consists
of the complete set V . There are additional cases, however, where a property may refer
to some other subset of the nodes (e.g., the case of specifying the maximum shortest-paths
among the nodes with a given clustering coefficient). We note that, in the general case, the
participation of nodes in a specified subset of interest is itself variable; that is, it depends on
the network configuration x and it is not a-priori known which nodes belong to the subset.
In such cases, whether a node belongs or not to the subset needs to be appropriately encoded
in the formulation.
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Given a node-specific property, we define a subset of interest as the collection of those
nodes i ∈ V for which the corresponding values of this property, pi , evaluate above some
specified threshold π. To indicate whether each node i ∈ V belongs or not to the subset of
interest, we introduce a new set of binary variables

 1 : if node i participates in the subset
zi =
 0 : otherwise,

(36)

where pi ≥ π is the necessary and sufficient condition for participation.
The definition of the z-variables is enforced via the constraints5


pLi − π (1 − zi ) ≤ pi − π ≤ pUi − π zi ,

(37)

where pLi and pUi are appropriate lower and upper limits for the value of variable pi . It is
assumed that the p- variables attain appropriate values as a result of constraints (2) having
been included in the formulation.
We note that the subset definition presented above can readily admit the case where
π refers to an upper limit; that is, the case where participation in the subset is realized
when pi ≤ π. In such a case, one need use −pi as the property and −π as the threshold
value, which is equivalent to performing the substitution zi ← (1 − zi ) in constraints (37).
More complex subsets can then be expressed as intersections of these two simpler cases. For
example, a subset that is defined based on a property evaluating within some specified range,
π L ≤ pi ≤ π U , can be described as the intersection of the two simple subsets pi ≥ π L and
pi ≤ π U .
5

We note that constraints (37) do not completely enforce the definition (36), as variable zi remains

unrestricted in the case when variable pi exactly attains the value π. However, in cases where pi attains
values from a discrete set, one can always identify some small  to subtract from π in (37) so that the equality
pi = π induces the restriction zi = 1. In cases where pi attains values from a continuum, there is no practical
concern, as there is zero likelihood that pi attains any specific value exactly.
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3

Popular Properties

In this section, we use the modeling elements presented in Section 2 in order to describe
a number of popular network properties and associated features, which can then be used
in various specifications for the NGP. Although not an exhaustive list of properties, the
compilation of examples illustrates the generality of the proposed MILP-based approach.
We begin by illustrating how a number of common features can be defined.
Example 1. (2-Path). Let variable ytpijk indicate whether a 2-path (i.e., open or closed

triplet) exists along trajectory j–i–k, where i ∈ V and (j, k) ∈ (V \ {i})2 : j < k . This
variable can be defined with the constraint set
ytpijk ≤ xj 0 j 00 ; ytpijk ≤ xk0 k00
ytpijk ≥ xj 0 j 00 + xk0 k00 − 1

(38)

ytpijk ≥ 0,
where j 0 = min {i, j}, j 00 = max {i, j}, k 0 = min {i, k} and k 00 = max {i, k}. Generalizations
to longer paths can be readily addressed.
Example 2. (3-Cycle). Let variable ytrijk indicate whether a 3-cycle (i.e., triangle) exists
between three nodes (i, j, k) ∈ T , where T = {(i, j, k) ∈ V 3 : i < j < k}. This variable can be
defined with the constraint set
ytrijk ≤ xij ; ytrijk ≤ xik ; ytrijk ≤ xjk
ytrijk ≥ xij + xik + xjk − 2

(39)

ytrijk ≥ 0.
Generalizations to longer cycles (i.e., squares) can be readily addressed.
Example 3. (4-Clique). Let variable yclqijkl indicate whether a clique exists between four
nodes (i, j, k, l) ∈ {V 4 : i < j < k < l}. This variable can be defined with the constraint set
yclqijkl ≤ xij ; yclqijkl ≤ xik ; yclqijkl ≤ xil
yclqijkl ≤ xjk ; yclqijkl ≤ xjl ; yclqijkl ≤ xkl
yclqijkl ≥ xij + xik + xil + xjk + xjl + xkl − 5
yclqijkl ≥ 0,
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(40)

or equivalently, with the constraint set
yclqijkl ≤ 61 (xij + xik + xil + xjk + xjl + xkl )
yclqijkl ≥ xij + xik + xil + xjk + xjl + xkl − 5

(41)

yclqijkl ∈ {0, 1} .
Generalizations to larger cliques can be readily addressed.
Example 4. (4-Star). Let variable ystrijkl indicate whether node i ∈ V corresponds to

the center of a star involving nodes (j, k, l) ∈ (V \ {i})3 : j < k < l . This variable can be
defined with the constraint set
ystrijkl ≤ xj 0 j 00 ; ystrijkl ≤ xk0 k00 ; ystrijkl ≤ xl0 l00
ystrijkl ≤ 1 − xjk ; ystrijkl ≤ 1 − xjl ; ystrijkl ≤ 1 − xkl

(42)

ystrijkl ≥ xj 0 j 00 + xk0 k00 + xl0 l00 − xjk − xjl − xkl − 2
ystrijkl ≥ 0,
or equivalently, with the constraint set
ystrijkl ≤ 31 (xj 0 j 00 + xk0 k00 + xl0 l00 )
ystrijkl ≤ 1 − 31 (xjk + xjl + xkl )

(43)

ystrijkl ≥ xj 0 j 00 + xk0 k00 + xl0 l00 − xjk − xjl − xkl − 2
ystrijkl ∈ {0, 1} ,
where j 0 = min {i, j}, j 00 = max {i, j}, k 0 = min {i, k}, k 00 = max {i, k}, l0 = min {i, l} and
l00 = max {i, l}. Generalizations involving more nodes can be readily addressed.
Given such definitions of features, a number of properties can be expressed in a linear or
fractional fashion. Some examples follow.
Example 5. (Degree). The degree of each node i ∈ V can be captured by the variable
pdi =

X
(j,k)∈E:
{(j=i)∨(k=i)}
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xjk .

(44)

Example 6. (Number of Triplets). The number of open and closed triplets (i.e., 2-paths)
centered at each node i ∈ V can be captured by the variable
X
pntpi =
ytpijk .

(45)

(j,k)∈E

Example 7. (Number of Triangles). The number of triangles (i.e., 3-cycles) in which
each node i ∈ V participates can be captured by the variable
X
pntri =
ytrjkl .

(46)

(j,k,l)∈T :
{(j=i)∨(k=i)∨(l=i)}

Example 8. (Clustering Coefficient). The (local) clustering coefficient of a node i ∈ V
can be captured by the variable
pntri
(47)
pntpi
and, thus, constitutes a fractional property. However, when node i has a specified (fixed)
pcci =

degree di , then the local clustering coefficient can also be captured by the linear expression
1

pcci =
where

di
2



di
2

 pntri ,

(48)

is the constant number of 2-paths centered at node i.

Example 9. (Average Clustering Coefficient). The average clustering coefficient can
be captured by the variable
pacc =

1 X
pcci .
N i∈V

(49)

Example 10. (Global Clustering Coefficient). The global clustering coefficient of a
network can be captured by the variable
P

pntri

i∈V

pgcc = P

pntpi

(50)

i∈V

and, thus, constitutes a fractional property. However, when the network has a specified
(fixed) degree sequence d = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dN }, then the global clustering coefficient can also be
captured by the linear expression
pgcc = P
i∈V

3

X

di
2
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i∈V

pntri ,

(51)

where

P
i∈V

di
2



is the constant number of total 2-paths in the network.

Example 11. (Closeness Centrality). The inverse of the closeness centrality of each
node i ∈ V can be captured by the variable
piclci =

1
N −1

X

wjk .

(52)

(j,k)∈E:
{(j=i)∨(k=i)}



Specifying bounds π L , π U for the closeness centrality of a node can be achieved through


specifying bounds π1U , π1L for its inverse.
Example 12. (Average Path Length). The average path length of a network can be
captured by the variable
papl =

1 X
wij ,
|E|

(53)

(i,j)∈E

where |E| = N (N − 1) /2 is the cardinality of the set of edges E.
Example 13. (Characteristic Path Length). The characteristic path length of a network
(i.e., defined here as the median of all its shortest paths) can be captured by a variable pcpl,
which assumes its appropriate value via the constraints6
+
−U1 rcplij

≤ wij − pcpl ≤

U2 1 −

+
rcplij

−
−
U2 rcplij
≥ wij − pcpl ≥ −U1 1 − rcplij

 



 

∀(i, j) ∈ E






+
−
rcplij
, rcplij
∈ {0, 1}
P
P
+
−
2
rcplij
=2
rcplij
= |E| + 1{|E| is odd} ,
(i,j)∈E

where U1 =

N 
2

(54)

(i,j)∈E

−1 and U2 = N −2 are appropriate “big-M” coefficients, |E| = N (N − 1) /2

is the cardinality of the set of edges E, and 1{·} is the indicator function.
Example 14. (Sum of Degrees of Neighbors). The sum of degrees of all neighbors of
each node i ∈ V can be captured by variables psdni , which assume their appropriate values
6

Constraints (54) are the equivalent of constraints (33) and (34) for the case of a fixed subset of interest

with cardinality |E| (in particular, the set of edges E).
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via the constraints
L

d xkl ≤

pd0kl

U

≤ d xkl

dL (1 − xkl ) ≤ pdl − pd0kl ≤ dU (1 − xkl )
dL xkl ≤

pd0lk










≤ dU xkl

dL (1 − xkl ) ≤ pdk − pd0lk ≤ dU
P 0
psdni =
pdij

∀(k, l) ∈ E
(55)







(1 − xkl ) 
∀i ∈ V,

j∈V

where pd0kl , pd0lk are p0 -variables defined for each (k, l) ∈ E with p̃ = 0 and with xkl serving
as the corresponding z-variables, and dL , dU are applicable lower and upper bounds for the
degrees of each node i ∈ V (such that 0 ≤ dL ≤ dU ≤ N − 1). However, when the network
has a specified (fixed) degree sequence d = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dN }, one can instead use the simpler
expression
psdni =

X

dj xij +

j∈V :
{(i,j)∈E}

X

dj xji .

(56)

j∈V :
{(j,i)∈E}

Example 15. (Number of Nodes with Given Degree). Given applicable lower and
upper bounds dL and dU (such that 0 ≤ dL ≤ dU ≤ N − 1) for the degree of each node
in the network, the number of nodes that attain each possible degree q ∈ Q, where Q =
{dL , dL + 1, · · · , dU − 1, dU }, can be captured by variables pnndq . These variables assume
their appropriate values via the constraints
L

d




U
− q +  (1 − zqi ) ≤ pdi − q +  ≤ d − q +  zqi 
∀i ∈ V

zqi ∈ {0, 1}
P
P
pnndq =
zqi −
z(q+1)i
i∈V

i∈V








∀q ∈ Q,

(57)







where zqi , q ∈ Q, are z-variables that are activated when pdi ≥ q and deactivated when
pdi < q, z(dU +1)i = 0 for all i ∈ V are parameters defined for notational convenience,
and  ∈ (0, 1) is a small parameter to induce activation of variable zqi when pdi equals q
exactly.
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4

Algorithmic Enhancements

As will become evident with the case studies we will present in Section 5, the modeling techniques discussed so far provide considerable amount of flexibility in putting together NGP
formulations for a wide variety of property specifications of interest. However, the NGP is
in general a highly-complex combinatorial problem and solving it via standard optimization
algorithms may be challenging for all but the smallest instances. In this section, we discuss a
number of algorithmic enhancements that we have found to improve the performance of solution algorithms in the NGP setting. More specifically, in Section 4.1 we discuss the utilization
of an appropriate objective function that attempts to minimize the cumulative deviation of
the solution from the allowable ranges dictated by the specifications. In Section 4.2, we
discuss the issue of breaking the symmetry embedded inherently in any NGP formulation
by appropriately restricting the search space to solutions that are non-isomorphic to each
other.

4.1

Deviation of Properties from Specified Values

The discussion in Section 2 addressed efficient ways to express and specify (restrict) properties of interest in an overall MILP formulation. In all these cases, setting up the modeling of
the problem did not require the formulation’s objective function. This allows us to formulate
application-specific objective functions. For example, out of all those network configurations
x that meet a certain specification, one may seek to identify the network that maximizes
or minimizes some particular property, in which case the objective must be the appropriate
expression quantifying that property.
Nevertheless, there are many applications for which an explicit metric to assess the fitness
of a network configuration does not exist, and the problem at hand is merely a feasibility
problem; that is, to identify one or more configurations x that meet the specification, without
consideration to how “good” or “bad” each of the obtained solutions are. In such cases, a
suitable objective may be devised to enhance the computational performance of the solution
process. In particular, variables can be introduced to encode the deviation of each of the
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properties from its nearest acceptable (as per the specification) value. The objective would
then require that the sum of all these “slack” variables be minimized. Such an objective
quantifies the total deviation from the feasible space of the problem and allows the solver to
efficiently guide the search and locate feasible solutions.
L
U
As discussed, the property specifications come in the general form gm
≤ gm (x) ≤ gm
,

where m is used here to index over each specified property, gm is the corresponding funcU
L
are appropriate constants (see, e.g., the
, gm
tional of the formulation’s variables and gm

constraints (22), (23), (25), and (74)). Continuous slack variables s are introduced in the
formulation in a way that relaxes each of these specification constraints:
U
+
L
≤ gm (x) + s−
gm
m − sm ≤ gm

(58)

+
s−
m , sm ≥ 0,

(59)

+
where s−
m and sm are pairs of variables to encode respectively the negative and positive
 L U
, gm . The sum of all s-variables,
deviation of quantities gm from their allowable ranges gm
P −
(sm + s+
m ), should constitute the objective function to be minimized.
m

We remark that for a feasible solution all slack variables need to be zero at optimality.7
An optimal solution with a strictly positive objective (as defined above) corresponds to an
infeasible NGP, and would signify that the property specification is not attainable. Examples
of specifying popular properties via use of s-variables are presented below. Whenever the
corresponding specifications are required, these constraints are to be appended during the
modular build-up of a complete formulation. In Section 5, we present a number of illustrative
formulations, and we elaborate further on how these constraints contribute in the context of
a complete optimization model.
Example 16. (Specification of Degree). Let pdi be the variable capturing the degree of a
node i ∈ V as per constraint (44). A lower bound dL and an upper bound dU can be specified
on the degrees of this node via the constraints
+
U
dL ≤ pdi + sd−
i − sdi ≤ d ,
7

Note that corresponding variables s− and s+ cannot be both non-zero at an optimal solution.
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(60)

+
where sd−
i , sdi ≥ 0 are a pair of slack variables to be minimized.

Example 17. (Specification of Degree Sequence). Let pdi be the variables capturing
the degree of each node i ∈ V as per constraint (44). A degree sequence d = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dN }
can be specified via the constraints
+
di ≤ pdi + sd−
i − sdi ≤ di ∀i ∈ V,

(61)

+
where sd−
i , sdi ≥ 0 are two sets of slack variables to be minimized.

Example 18. (Specification of Average Clustering Coefficient). Let pacc be the
variable capturing the average clustering coefficient as per constraint (49). A lower bound
accL and an upper bound accU can be specified on the average clustering coefficient via the
constraints
accL ≤ pacc + sacc− − sacc+ ≤ accU ,

(62)

where sacc− , sacc+ ≥ 0 are a pair of slack variables to be minimized.
Example 19. (Specification of Global Clustering Coefficient). Let the global clustering coefficient of a network as defined in constraint (50). Since this quantity constitutes
a fractional property, a lower bound gccL and an upper bound gccU can be specified via the
constraints
gccL

X
i∈V

−

pntpi ≤

X

pntri + sgcc− − sgcc+ ≤ gccU

i∈V

X

pntpi ,

(63)

i∈V

+

where sgcc , sgcc ≥ 0 are a pair of slack variables to be minimized.
However, when the network has a specified (fixed) degree sequence, then the global clustering coefficient can be specified as a linear property. Let pgcc be the variable capturing the
global clustering coefficient as per constraint (51). We can directly utilize this variable in the
constraints
gccL ≤ pgcc + sgcc− − sgcc+ ≤ gccU ,
where sgcc− , sgcc+ ≥ 0 are a pair of slack variables to be minimized.
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(64)

Example 20. (Specification of Average Path Length). Let papl be the variable capturing the characteristic path length as per constraint (53). A lower bound aplL and an upper
bound aplU can be specified on the characteristic path length via the constraints
aplL ≤ papl + sapl− − sapl+ ≤ aplU ,

(65)

where sapl− , sapl+ ≥ 0 are a pair of slack variables to be minimized.
Example 21. (Specification of Characteristic Path Length). Let pcpl be the variable
capturing the characteristic path length as per constraint (54). A lower bound cplL and an
upper bound cplU can be specified on the characteristic path length via the constraints
cplL ≤ pcpl + scpl− − scpl+ ≤ cplU ,

(66)

where scpl− , scpl+ ≥ 0 are a pair of slack variables to be minimized.
Example 22. (Specification of Diameter). A lower bound DL and an upper bound DU
can be specified on the network’s diameter via the constraints

1 + DL − 1 ψij ≤ wij + sD− − sD+ ≤ DU ∀(i, j) ∈ E
P
ψij ≥ 1

(67)
(68)

(i,j)∈E

where ψij are auxiliary binary variables defined for each (i, j) ∈ E, and sD− , sD+ ≥ 0 are
a pair of slack variables to be minimized. Specifying the diameter to a given value D can be
achieved by setting DL = DU = D.
In the above example, constraints (67) impose the strict upper bound of DU for all
shortest paths wij as well as a lower bound of either DL or 1 (a trivial value), depending on whether variable ψij assumes the value of 1 or 0, respectively. At the same time,
constraint (68) ensures that “at least one” of these lower bounds will be DL .
Example 23. (Specification of Closeness Centrality Sequence). Let piclci be the
variables capturing the inverse of the closeness centrality of each node i ∈ V as per con
 



straint (52). A sequence clc = clcL1 , clcU1 , clcL2 , clcU2 , · · · , clcLN , clcUN for the closeness
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centralities of the nodes in V can be specified via the constraint set8



−
+
1
L
L
piclci + siclci − siclci ≥ piclc − piclc − clcU qim 
m


∀(i, m) ∈ V × V
−
+
1
U
U
piclci + siclci − siclci ≤ piclc − piclc − clcL qim 
m
P
qim = 1 ∀m ∈ V

(69)

i∈V

P

qim = 1 ∀i ∈ V,

m∈V

where piclcL = min
j∈V

n

1
clcU
j

o

and piclcU = max

n

j∈V

1
clcL
j

o

are respectively lower and upper limits

for variables piclci , qim are q-variables to indicate the assignment of the mth interval from
the sequence clc to the ith node, indicating that the closeness centrality of node i, 1/piclci ,


+
is to attain a value within the range clcLm , clcUm , and siclc−
i , siclci ≥ 0 are two sets of slack
variables to be minimized.
Example 24. (Specification of Average Degree of Neighbors). Let psdni be the
variables capturing the sum of degrees of the neighbors of each node i ∈ V as per constraints (55), pnndq be the variable capturing the number of nodes that attain degree q as
per constraints (57), and zqi be the z-variables activated if pdi ≥ q as per constraints (57).
A lower bound adnLq and an upper bound adnUq can be specified on the average degree of the
neighbors of all nodes that attain degree q via the constraints
0≤

psdn0qi

≤ d


U 2

ziq − zi(q+1)






∀i ∈ V

0 ≤ psdni − psdn0qi ≤ d
1 − ziq + zi(q+1) 
X
+
U
adnLq q pnndq ≤
psdn0qi + sadn−
q − sadnq ≤ adnq q pnndq ,

U 2

(70)
(71)

i∈V

where psdn0qi are sets of p0 -variables corresponding to variables psdni (defined for p̃ = 0 and
activated if node i attains degree q), dU is the maximum possible degree attainable by any
+
node, and sadn−
q , sadnq ≥ 0 are two sets of slack variables to be minimized.

In the above example, the variables psdn0i assume the value psdn0i = psdni , if pdi = q
(i.e., if both ziq = 1 and zi(q+1) = 0), while otherwise they assume the value psdn0i = 0.
8

Constraints (69) correspond to constraints (25)–(28) for the case of the applicable subset being the

complete node set V .
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This facilitates the convenient expression of the sum of degrees of all neighbors of nodes
that attain a given degree q as the sum of variables psdn0i over all nodes i ∈ V , irrespective
of whether a node i attains degree q or not. The sum is utilized in constraint (71) that
imposes the required specification of average degree of the neighbors as a fractional property
involving the ratio of this sum over the total number of neighbors of the nodes that attain
degree q (which is equal to the product of q times pnndq ).

4.2

Removing Isomorphism

A prominent characteristic of the NGP is the potential isomorphism of its solutions; that
is, the admittance of multiple solutions that correspond to the same configuration up to
permutation (relabeling) of the node set V and are, thus, practically indistinguishable to
each other. For example, consider a network with N = 3 nodes and two configurations
x = (x12 , x13 , x23 ) such that xA = (1, 1, 0) and xB = (1, 0, 1). It is easy to see that both
configurations correspond to the same network, a simple open triplet, the difference being
the (arbitrary) label of its central node (node 1 in xA and node 2 in xB ). It is not uncommon
for networks with as few as ten nodes to have hundreds of isomorphic counterparts.
Isomorphism constitutes a major challenge in addressing the problem via an MILP approach, as the associated branch-and-bound-based search process would be subject to significant burden in exploring unnecessarily enlarged feasible spaces. Furthermore, the attempt to
identify and record multiple distinct solutions will be challenged by the continued recurrence
of solutions that are isomorphic to the ones already encountered. It is therefore desirable to
remove all or part of the isomorphism by introducing constraints that will restrict the search
to only those solutions that are “nominal,” according to some appropriate criterion, while of
course ensuring that the full space of distinct, non-isomorphic configurations remains attainable (feasible). As the goal is essentially to break the symmetry among the nodes in set V ,
the criterion can be based on a node-specific property. We can then consider that a solution
is nominal only if the nodes i ∈ V attain values for this property, pi , in a sorted (w.l.o.g.,
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non-increasing) fashion:
pi − pi+1 ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V \ {N } .

(72)

The degree property is most often the obvious choice of property upon which to reduce
isomorphism, since it is easily expressed as a linear sum of the x-variables (the formulation’s
basic variables). However, constraints (72) may not suffice to fully eliminate isomorphism
due to the lack of a specification that is adequately restrictive (e.g., the specification of a
degree sequence with two or more of its elements being equal). To further break ties among
nodes that attain equal values of the “primary” property, pi , some “secondary” property,
ppi , must be considered in tandem. More specifically, in addition to (72), we utilize the
constraints
U (pi − pi+1 ) + ppi − ppi+1 ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V \ {N } ,

(73)

where U is an appropriate “big-M” coefficient that will allow the variables ppi and ppi+1
to vary freely for even a small, yet “sufficiently” strictly positive, difference pi − pi+1 . For
the case of the the primary symmetry-breaking property p being the degree pd , which is an
integral property, the value U = ppUi+1 − ppLi would suffice to achieve the desired behavior.
Tertiary and additional, lower-level symmetry-breaking criteria could be imposed in a
similar fashion so as to reinforce the attempt to alleviate isomorphism. However, in most
applications there would be little or no residual symmetry to justify the associated increase
in model size or the potential scaling challenges due to the introduction of increasingly large
coefficients U 2 , U 3 , etc.
We remark that breaking symmetry is greatly simplified in the special case where a
complete sequence is specified for the primary property (e.g., a full degree sequence). Let
Π = {π1 , π2 , · · · , πN } be the desired sequence, which w.l.o.g. we consider to be sorted in nonincreasing order. Primary symmetry-breaking can be achieved by directly specifying that πi
be assigned to node i, for all nodes i ∈ V . The secondary symmetry-breaking criterion could
then be considered only for those successive node pairs i and i+1 that we know a-priori would
attain the same degree. By doing so, not only can symmetry-breaking be imposed without
the need for “big-M” coefficients, but also the sequence is explicitly assigned without the
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need for q-variables. Constraints (74) and (75) apply. The first constraint is a specification
of a linear property to an exact value (see constraint (22) with π L = π U → πi ) and the
second constraint selectively applies the second criterion wherever necessary.
πi ≤ p i ≤ π i

∀i ∈ V

(74)

ppi ≥ ppi+1

∀i ∈ V \ {N } : {πi = πi+1 }

(75)

Example 25. (Symmetry-breaking based on Degrees and Clustering Coefficients).
Let pdi be the variables capturing the degree of each node i ∈ V as per constraint (44), and
let pcci be the variables capturing the (local) clustering coefficient of each node i ∈ V as per
constraints (47) or (48). Breaking symmetry among nodes based primarily on their degrees
and secondarily on their (local) clustering coefficients can be achieved via the constraint set

pdi − pdi+1 ≥ 0 
∀i ∈ V \ {N } ,
(76)
pd − pd + pcc − pcc ≥ 0 
i

i+1

i

i+1

where the implied coefficient U = 1 reflects the fact that two clustering coefficients can at
most differ by one. However, when a (non-increasing) degree sequence has been specified as
via constraints (61), then it suffices to use the simpler constraint set
pcci ≥ pcci+1

∀i ∈ V \ {N } : {di = di+1 } .

(77)

Example 26. (Symmetry-breaking based on Degrees and Shortest-Path Distances).
Let pdi be the variables capturing the degree of each node i ∈ V as per constraint (44), and let
wij be the variables capturing the shortest-path distance between two nodes (i, j) ∈ E as per
the discussion of Section 2.1.2. Breaking symmetry among nodes based primarily on their
degrees and secondarily on their shortest-path distances from the last node, i = N , can be
achieved via the constraint set
pdi − pdi+1 ≥ 0
U (pdi − pdi+1 ) + wiN − w(i+1)N ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V \ {N }

(78)

∀i ∈ V \ {N − 1, N } ,

where U = N −2 is the appropriate “big-M” coefficient representing the maximum possible difference between two shortest paths in a graph of N nodes. However, when a (non-increasing)
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degree sequence has been specified as via constraints (61), then it suffices to use the simpler
constraint set
wiN ≥ w(i+1)N

∀i ∈ V \ {N − 1, N } : {di = di+1 } .

(79)

We remark that, in the above example, any node could have been selected as the reference
node for such symmetry breaking purposes. Yet, in all cases, it would not have been possible
to differentiate among the neighbors of the reference node via this set of constraints, since
all neighbors feature the same shortest distance of 1 from the reference node. Our choice of
the last node, i = N , as the reference node is thus justified by the fact that it connects to
the smallest amount of neighbors (given that the primary breaking of symmetry is done via
degrees), which in turn translates to a formulation with as minimal residual isomorphism as
possible.
Example 27. (Symmetry-breaking based on Degrees and Sums of Degrees of
Neighbors). Let pdi be the variables capturing the degree of each node i ∈ V as per constraint (44), and let psdni be the variables capturing the sum of degrees of the neighbors of
each node i ∈ V as per constraints (55). Breaking symmetry among nodes based primarily
on their degrees and secondarily on the sums of degrees of their neighbors can be achieved
via the constraint set
pdi − pdi+1
U (pdi − pdi+1 ) + psdni − psdni+1
where U = dU

2


≥0 
∀i ∈ V \ {N } ,
≥0 

(80)

is the appropriate “big-M” coefficient representing the maximum possible

difference between the sums of degrees of neighbors of two given nodes.9 However, when a
(non-increasing) degree sequence has been specified as via constraints (61), then it suffices to
use the simpler constraint set
psdni ≥ psdni+1
9

∀i ∈ V \ {N } : {di = di+1 } .

(81)

Consider the first node being of maximum degree and connecting to dU nodes that all attain maximum

degree themselves (e.g., as part of a clique), and consider the second node being an isolated node (sum of
degrees of neighbors being 0 in this case).
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Example 28. (Symmetry-breaking based on Degrees and Closeness Centralities).
Let pdi be the variables capturing the degree of each node i ∈ V as per constraint (44), and
let piclci be the variables capturing the (inverse of ) closeness centrality of each node i ∈ V
as per constraints (52). Breaking symmetry among nodes based primarily on their degrees
and secondarily on their closeness centralities can be achieved via the constraint set

pdi − pdi+1 ≥ 0 
∀i ∈ V \ {N } ,
U (pd − pd ) + piclc − piclc ≥ 0 
i

where U =

N
2

i+1

i+1

(82)

i

− 1 is the appropriate “big-M” coefficient representing the maximum possible

difference between the inverse closeness centralities of two nodes in any (connected) network,10 and dL , dU are respectively the minimum and maximum possible degrees attainable
by any node. However, when a (non-increasing) degree sequence has been specified as via
constraints (61), then it suffices to use the simpler constraint set
piclci ≤ piclci+1

5

∀i ∈ V \ {N } : {di = di+1 } .

(83)

Illustrative Applications

In this section we discuss the development of complete formulations for a number of informative applications. We demonstrate the modularity of the approach by utilizing constraint
sets introduced previously in Sections 3 and 4. All case studies were solved on a Win7 machine with an Intel i5-3230M (2.60GHz) processor and 3GB RAM. Gurobi 5.6 [20] was used
as the MILP optimization solver, and all runs were explicitly limited to utilize a single CPU
core. Aside from customized branching prioritization for binary variables according to the
earlier discussion, default solver options were used throughout this study. The node labels
in all figures represent the degrees of the depicted nodes.
10

The value

N
2

− 1 corresponds to the difference between the inverse closeness centrality of a terminal node

in a path graph (cl.c. =

2
N)

and that of a node in a clique (cl.c. = 1).
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5.1

Tuning Network Connectivity

Two primary characteristics of a network in terms of the connectivity among its nodes are
the degree distribution and the level of clustering. As elaborated in the introduction, there
exist many well-known algorithms for constructing networks with a specified degree sequence.
However, none of these algorithms can guarantee that the constructed networks adhere also
to pre-specified clustering statistics, which can in general vary significantly among networks
of the given degree sequence.
In fact, networks generated by approaches that randomly connect vertices tend to have
a low number of triangles and, thus, low clustering coefficients. In contrast, many networks
that develop in the real world feature larger clustering coefficients. Take social networks, for
instance, where two randomly chosen friends (neighbors) of a person (node) are also more
likely to know each other than two randomly chosen people in the network. Furthermore,
networks whose nodes have an underlying spatial meaning (e.g., power-grid networks) tend
to develop more edges between nodes that are closer to each other, leading to the presence
of more triangles than what would be expected by mere chance. To that end, it is sometimes
necessary to be able to control the statistics of both degrees and clustering of the nodes in
the constructed network.
In this application, we consider specifying the degree sequence in conjunction with the
network’s average and global clustering coefficients. Let d = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dN } be a specification for the degree sequence11 (w.l.o.g., we assume di ≥ di+1 ∀i ∈ V \ {N }), and let
 L



acc , accU and gccL , gccU be respectively the acceptable bounds for the average and
global clustering coefficient. After picking the appropriate sets of constraints from examples
11

For the clustering coefficients to be well-defined, it should hold that dN ≥ 2.
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presented previously in the paper, we formulate the following optimization model:
min
x

X


+
sd−
+ sacc− + sacc+ + sgcc− + sgcc+
i + sdi

(84)

i∈V

s.t. Constraints (39)

∀(i, j, k) ∈ T

Constraints (44)

∀i ∈ V

Constraints (46)

∀i ∈ V

Constraints (48)

∀i ∈ V

Constraint (49)
Constraint (51)
Constraint (61)
Constraint (62)
Constraint (64)
Constraints (77)
xij ∈ {0, 1}

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(85)

+
sd−
i , sdi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V

(86)

sacc− , sacc+ , sgcc− , sgcc+ ≥ 0.

(87)

Constraints (39) through (51) restrict all applicable p-variables (variables pdi , pacc and
pgcc) to their appropriate values (the degree of each node and the two clustering coefficients,
respectively), while constraints (61), (62) and (64) impose the specifications. Obviously,
if no specification is desired for either of the two clustering coefficients, the corresponding
constraint (62) or (64) should be omitted (or simply “disabled” by setting [0, 1] as the
allowable bounds). Constraints (61) are also used in conjunction with the ordered degree
sequence specification to reduce isomorphism. Symmetry is primarily broken based on node’s
degrees, while residual symmetry is broken based on local clustering coefficients. Finally,
constraints (85) declare the binarity of the x-variables, while constraints (86) and (87) declare
the non-negativity of the s-variables. The objective (84) minimizes the sum of every slack
variable associated with a specification. We remark that although a number of y-, p- and
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s-variables participate in the formulation, we only list x under the min operator to highlight
the fact that the x-variables suffice to fully define the solution (i.e., the values of all other
variables can be uniquely defined once values for x are determined).
Case Study 1 demonstrates the use of this formulation. We provide a specific (randomly
chosen) degree sequence, and we desire to construct networks with various values for the
average and the global clustering coefficient. To that end, we provide three ranges (“low,”
“medium” and “high”) from which we would require both coefficients to attain values.
Case Study 1. Let N = 10 nodes, and let d = {5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2} be a specification for
the degree sequence. Let also three separate specifications with [0.000, 0.250], [0.250, 0.500]
and [0.500, 0.750] as the allowable bounds for the average and global clustering coefficients
(bounds common to both metrics). Figure 1 depicts representative solutions. Each of the
three networks was constructed in less than 0.1 sec CPU.
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Figure 1: Representative optimal solutions to the three specifications from Case Study 1.
From left to right, the networks possess the same degree sequence but are respectively tuned
to low (acc = 0.077, gcc = 0.086), medium (acc = 0.353, gcc = 0.257) and high (acc =
0.713, gcc = 0.514) level of clustering.
Instead of trying to locate network realizations that adhere to a particular specification,
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a problem cast as a slack-minimization problem, Case Study 2 discusses the situation where
an application-specific objective function is available. In particular, we seek to identify the
network with maximum clustering coefficient (either average or global) that adheres to the
specified degree sequence. The applicable formulations can be derived from the previous
one per the following steps: (i) remove all s-variables (i.e., set them to a fixed value of
zero), (ii) disable the specifications for the two coefficients (i.e., set accL = gccL = 0 and
accU = gccU = 1 in constraints (62) and (64), or completely remove these constraints from
n
o
n
o
the formulation), and (iii) replace the objective with either max pacc or max pgcc ,
x

x

depending on which of the two coefficients we seek to maximize.
Case Study 2. Let N = 10 nodes, and let d = {5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2} be a specification for
the degree sequence. We seek the networks that maximize the average clustering coefficient
as well as the networks that maximize the global clustering coefficient. Figure 2 depicts a
common solution that happens to maximize both metrics at the same time. The network was
obtained in about 1 sec CPU.
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Figure 2: A common optimal solution to the problems of maximizing the average and global
clustering coefficients given a specified degree sequence. The network possesses maximum
values for the average and global clustering coefficients, acc = 0.833 and gcc = 0.686,
respectively.
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We observe that Case Study 2 resulted in a network that features two disconnected components. The optimizer was able to discern that, in this way, “more clustered” communities
can be formed while at the same time adhering to the overall specified degree sequence.

5.2

Tuning Network Spread

Beyond local connectivity in the network, which can be controlled through properties such
as the degrees and clustering coefficients, another informative network quality to consider
during construction is the network’s long-range spread. The spread is especially important
in networks where the edges represent conduits of information flow, such as the case of communication networks. It relates to the relative size of shortest paths across the network and
can thus be characterized by a number of relevant properties, most notably the characteristic
path length (cpl) and the network diameter (i.e., the median and maximum shortest-paths,
respectively).
It is important to note that the network spread may sometimes correlate with node
connectivity, but tuning connectivity does not suffice for also tuning the spread. Randomly
constructed networks typically have a small number of triangles (low clustering) and low
spread. On the other hand, small-world networks also exhibit low spread, but are known to
feature a large number of triangles. In general, networks with different possible combinations
of local connectivity and spread exist, and it is important to be able to independently control
both qualities during network construction.
To that end, in this application we study the construction of networks that adhere to
a specific degree sequence and at the same time possess pre-specified values for the two
network spread metrics, cpl and diameter. Let d = {d1 , d2 , · · · , dN } be a specification for


the degree sequence (w.l.o.g., we assume di ≥ di+1 ∀i ∈ V \ {N }), and let cplL , cplU and
 L U
D , D be respectively the acceptable bounds for the network’s cpl and diameter. The
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following formulation applies:
min
x

X


+
+ scpl− + scpl+ + sD− + sD+
sd−
+
sd
i
i

(88)

i∈V

s.t. Constraints (11)–(14), (16)–(19), (20), (21) ∀(i, j) ∈ E
∀i ∈ V

Constraints (44)
Constraints (54)
Constraints (61)
Constraints (66)
Constraints (67), (68)
Constraints (79)
xij , ψij ∈ {0, 1}

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(89)

+
sd−
i , sdi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V

(90)

scpl− , scpl+ , sD− , sD+ ≥ 0.

(91)

Constraints (11) through (21) correspond to the encoding in w-variables of shortest path
lengths via the primal/dual formulation analysis presented in Section 2.1.2. Constraints (44)
and (54) define the applicable p-variables for the node degrees and the cpl, while constraints (61) and (66) impose the corresponding specifications. The network diameter is
specified via constraints (67) and (68). Obviously, if no specification is desired for either the
cpl or the diameter, the corresponding constraints should be omitted (or simply “disabled”
by setting sufficiently “loose” bounds). Isomorphism is primarily eliminated based on node
degrees, while residual symmetry in the problem is broken via constraints (79), which order
nodes of the same degree according to their shortest path to the last node (node i = N ).
Finally, constraints (89) declare the binarity of the x- and ψ-variables, while constraints (90)
and (91) declare the non-negativity of the s-variables. The objective (88) minimizes the sum
of every slack variable associated with a specification.
Case Study 3 demonstrates the use of this formulation. We provide a degree sequence
as in the previous case studies, and we desire to construct networks that attain various
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combinations of values for the cpl and the diameter.
Case Study 3. Let N = 10 nodes, and let d = {5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1} be a specification for
the degree sequence. In addition, let a specification of cplL = cplU = 2 for the characteristic
path length, and let three separate specifications for the diameter requiring that it attains the
values of D = 3, D = 4 and D = 5. Figure 3 depicts representative solutions for the three
cases, which were respectively obtained in approximately 20, 23 and 198 sec CPU.
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Figure 3: Representative optimal solutions to the three specifications from Case Study 3.
From left to right, the networks possess diameter values of 3, 4 and 5. All three networks
possess a characteristic path length value of 2.

5.3

Tuning Network Assortativity

In the previous applications we specified node degrees, clustering information and statistics
on the lengths of shortest paths. In this section we will consider mixing patterns between
nodes that form constituent links; that is, correlations between node properties of neighbors.
We specifically focus on capturing the correlations between degrees of neighbors in a network.
A network is said to have assortative mixing if high (low) degree nodes preferentially form
links with high (low) degree nodes. In contrast, disassortative networks are those in which
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high degree nodes preferentially link with low degree ones, and vice versa. Empirical studies
of real world networks have revealed that social networks tend to be assortative, while
technological and biological networks are usually disassortative. In either case, having the
ability to accurately capture degree-degree correlations of real world networks is crucial to
understanding the dynamic processes that govern the formation of these networks.
Degree-degree correlations can be quantified in different ways. We pose the problem such
that we specify bounds for the average degree among all neighbors of nodes of a given degree.
For convenience, we further specify an overall minimum and maximum degree for the whole
network (which may just be the trivial values of 0 and N − 1, respectively). Note that we
do not specify the exact degree sequence as in the previous applications.
More formally, let Q = {dL , dL + 1, · · · , dU − 1, dU } be the set of possible degrees, where
0 ≤ dL ≤ dU ≤ N − 1, and let also Q+ = Q \ {0} defined for notational convenience. We
focus on each possible degree q ∈ Q+ and require that the average degree of the neighbors


of all nodes that attain degree q, denoted as adnq , be restricted in the range adnLq , adnUq .
Note that we do not provide a specification for q = 0, as isolated nodes do not possess any
neighbors. We formulate the following optimization model:
X
 X

+
+
min
sd−
+
sd
+
sadn−
q + sadnq
i
i
x

(92)

q∈Q+

i∈V

Constraints (44)

∀i ∈ V

Constraints (55)
Constraints (57)
Constraints (60)

∀i ∈ V

Constraints (70), (71)

∀q ∈ Q+

Constraints (80)
pd1 ≥ 1

(93)

xij ∈ {0, 1}

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(94)

+
sd−
i , sdi ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V

(95)

+
sadn−
q , sadnq ≥ 0

∀q ∈ Q+ .

(96)
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Constraints (44), (55) and (57) define variables pdi , psdni and pnndq for the degrees, the
sums of neighbors’ degrees and the number of nodes that attain a given degree, respectively.
Constraints (60) impose the degree specification, as it applies to each node independently,
and they are only relevant when bounds other than dL = 0 and dU = N − 1 are chosen.
Constraints (70) and (71) impose the specification for the average degree of neighbors of
the nodes of each degree q ∈ Q+ . Constraints (80) break symmetry, primarily based on
degrees, with residual symmetry among nodes that attain the same degree being broken
based on the sum of degrees of their neighbors. Constraint (93) is added to avoid the
trivial solution of a null graph, which may otherwise be feasible under certain specifications.
Finally, constraints (94) through (96) declare binarity and positivity of variables. As before,
the objective (92) minimizes the sum of the slack variables used in the formulation. For the
offset parameter in constraints (57) we chose the value  = 0.01, which is small enough to
not adversely affect the tightness of the LP-relaxations but at the same time large-enough
to sufficiently exceed the optimization solver’s (default) feasibility tolerance setting of 10−6 .
In Case Study 4, we design an assortative network by specifying bounds that are increasing as a function of q. Conversely, in Case Study 5, we construct a disassortative network
by specifying bounds that decrease with q.
Case Study 4. Let N = 10 nodes and let dL = 0 and dU = N − 1 = 9 (i.e., no restriction
on node degrees). The set of possible degrees is, thus, Q = {0, 1, · · · , 9}. Let also adnLq =
1/2 + (2/3) q and adnUq = 1 + (2/3) q, for all q ∈ Q+ , be lower and upper allowable values
for the average degree among the neighbors of all nodes that attain degree q. Figure 4 (topleft) depicts a representative solution to this specification. We observe that only eight nodes
connect in the network, leaving two nodes isolated. Let us now choose dL = 1, enforcing that
no isolated nodes exist. A representative solution is also shown in Figure 4 (top-right). It
took less than 0.3 sec CPU to obtain either of these two solutions.
We observe that the solution we obtained for the case of no isolated nodes is in fact a
network that is regular of degree 3; that is, a network where all nodes attain the same degree


3. This is indeed a valid solution since {3} ∈ adnL3 , adnU3 = [2.5, 3.5]. The specification
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for the remaining degree classes, q ∈ Q+ \ {3}, becomes irrelevant in this solution, as these
classes were not sampled by any node. We remark that if more degree diversity is desired,
regular graphs can be trivially excluded from consideration by appending the constraint
pd1 − pdN ≥ n, where n ≥ 1 is the minimum span of degrees acceptable for a solution.
Case Study 5. Let N = 10 nodes and let dL = 0 and dU = N − 1 = 9 (i.e., no restriction
on node degrees). The set of possible degrees is, thus, Q = {0, 1, · · · , 9}. Let also adnLq =
4 − (2/3) q and adnUq = 5 − (2/3) q, for all q ∈ Q+ , be lower and upper allowable values for
the average degree among the neighbors of all nodes that attain degree q. Figure 4 (bottomleft) depicts a representative solution to this specification. We observe that only nine nodes
connect in the network, leaving one node isolated. Let us now choose dL = 1, enforcing that
no isolated nodes exist. A representative solution is also shown in Figure 4 (bottom-right).
It took less than 0.5 sec CPU to obtain either of these two solutions.
We observe that the solutions of Case Study 5 do not feature any nodes with degree 7
or above. In fact, this was enforced implicitly by the specification, despite the looser setting
dU = 9. Since only connected nodes (i.e., nodes of degree at least 1) can serve as neighbors
of other nodes, the setting adnUq < 1 for all q ≥ 7 implied that nodes of degree 7 or above
may not have any neighbors, i.e., that no such nodes may exist in the solution. Additionally,
no nodes of degree 6 exist in these solutions, as the setting adnU6 = 1 implies that such
nodes may only connect to nodes of degree 1, forming 6-star components, which apparently
is very restrictive given the rest of the specification (in particular, it is impossible to achieve
adn1 ≤ adnU1 = 4.33 in a 10-node network that features a 6-star component).
We finally remark that, similarly to Case Study 2, in Case Studies 4 and 5 we were able
to obtain solutions that featured disconnected components. This was possible due to the
fact that no explicit restriction was imposed on network properties pertaining to connectivity
and/or length of paths between nodes as, for example, was the setting in Case Study 3.
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Figure 4: Representative optimal solutions to Case Studies 4 (top) and 5 (bottom). The
networks at the top are assortative, while the ones at the bottom are disassortative. The
networks to the left feature solutions with isolated nodes.

5.4

Tuning Network Robustness

Robustness (a.k.a., resilience) of complex networks to attacks or failures is an important
subject of study in many fields involving technological networks, most notably in the context
of defense applications. Robustness is usually studied by measuring the effect of removing
one or more nodes on the network’s functional properties. In this context, the importance
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of the individual nodes to the integrity of the network is generally quantified by using some
measure of node centrality. The node degrees capture one aspect of node centrality. However,
degree centrality only addresses the importance of the node in its immediate neighborhood.
The closeness centrality of a node (i.e., the inverse of the average shortest-path length from
this node to every other node in the network) can be used as a better metric to measure
the node’s importance to the network as a whole. A value of closeness centrality close to 1
indicates that the node is centrally-located, and thus integral to the structural robustness of
the network, while a value close to 0 indicates that the node is peripheral to the network,
and thus less important from a robustness point of view. Therefore, by specifying different
distributions of closeness centrality for the nodes of a network, we can control the overall
network robustness. In this application, we construct networks with a specified sequence of
closeness centralities.
More formally, let dL and dU , where 0 ≤ dL ≤ dU ≤ N − 1, be lower and upper bounds on

 



the node degrees, and let clc = clcL1 , clcU1 , clcL2 , clcU2 , · · · , clcLN , clcUN be a sequence
of ranges for the values of closeness centrality that are to be assumed by the network’s
nodes. In other words, we require that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set
of closeness centralities of each node with the N ranges in the sequence clc. The following
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formulation applies:
min
x

X

+
−
+
sd−
i + sdi + siclci + siclci



(97)

i∈V

s.t. Constraints (11)–(14), (16)–(19), (20), (21) ∀(i, j) ∈ E


Constraints (44) 


∀i ∈ V
Constraints (52)



Constraints (60) 
Constraints (69)
Constraints (82)
xij ∈ {0, 1}

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(98)

qim ∈ {0, 1}

∀(i, m) ∈ V × V

(99)

+
−
+
sd−
i , sdi , siclci , siclci ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V .

(100)

Constraints (11) through (21) correspond to the encoding in w-variables of shortest-path
lengths via the primal/dual formulation analysis presented in Section 2.1.2. Constraints (44)
and (52) define the applicable p-variables for the node degrees and the (inverse of) closeness
centrality, respectively. Constraints (60) impose the specification of overall degree bounds,
as they apply to each node independently, while constraints (69) impose the specification for
the closeness centrality sequence. Constraints (82) eliminate isomorphism. This is primarily
based on node degrees, with nodes of the same degree being arranged in order of decreasing closeness centrality (equivalently, in order of increasing inverse of closeness centrality).
Finally, constraints (98) and (99) declare the binarity of the x- and q-variables, while constraints (100) declare the non-negativity of the s-variables. The objective (97) minimizes
the sum of every sum of all slack variables participating in the formulation.
Case Studies 6 and 7 demonstrate the use of this formulation. We aim to design networks
that attain two separate sequences for closeness centrality. The first case study creates a
network where the nodes are progressively important for robustness. The second case study
results in a network that possesses a vulnerable link.
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Case Study 6. Let N = 10 nodes and let dL = 0 and dU = N −1 = 9 (i.e., no restriction on
node degrees). In addition, let the following specification for the closeness centrality sequence,
which requires the network nodes to be of increasing importance for robustness:
 L

clcm , clcUm = [0.35 + m/30, 0.42 + m/30] , ∀m ∈ V.
Figure 5 (left) depicts a representative solution for this specification, which was obtained in
about 50 min CPU.12
Case Study 7. Let N = 10 nodes and let dL = 0 and dU = N −1 = 9 (i.e., no restriction on
node degrees). In addition, let the following specification for the closeness centrality sequence,
which requires two nodes to be distinctively more important for robustness than the rest of
the network:


 L
  [0.10, 0.50] , ∀m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 8}
clcm , clcUm =
 [0.60, 1.00] , ∀m ∈ {9, 10} .

Figure 5 (right) depicts a representative solution for this specification, which was obtained
in 28 sec CPU.
In the above case studies, the degree sequence was not specified. We will conclude this
application by addressing the case where a specific degree sequence is desired in conjunction
with the specification of a sequence for the closeness centralities. Solutions to this problem
can be obtained by simply replacing dL and dU in constraints (60) with the desired degree
values di , for all i ∈ V (equivalently, by replacing constraints (60) with constraints (61)).
We further replace the symmetry-breaking constraints (82) with their simpler version (83).
Figure 6 depicts two networks that are also solutions to the specifications of Case Studies 6
and 7, but at the same possess the degree sequence specified in Case Study 3 (i.e., d =
{5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1}). These solutions were respectively obtained in about 122 sec and
16 sec CPU. We note that the former is significantly faster than the corresponding run
of Case Study 6, which did not entail a specification for the degree sequence. Specifying
12

Enabling multi-threaded optimization and allowing the MILP optimizer to utilize all 4 cores of our

machine, this number was reduced to less than 4 min CPU.
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Figure 5: Representative optimal solutions to Case Studies 6 (left) and 7 (right). Left: The
node of degree 6 at the top is the most important for robustness, exhibiting a closeness
centrality value of clc = 0.74, while the node of degree 1 at the right is the least important,
with a value of clc = 0.39. Right: The two nodes of degree 5 attain a closeness centrality
value of clc = 0.69 and are distinctively more critical for robustness than the other nodes,
all of which attain a much smaller value of clc = 0.43.
the degrees–and utilizing this fact explicitly in order to break some of the formulation’s
symmetry–appears in this case to have considerably reduced the feasible search space and
to have made the task of identifying a solution easier.

6

Conclusions

This paper demonstrated the potential and versatility of using Mixed-Integer Linear Optimization to solve the Network Generation Problem, which is the problem of the “on-demand”
construction of networks that possess specified collective properties. It was shown how to
mathematically express a number of network properties in a format consistent with a MILP
optimization formulation, and how to enforce their specification by restricting them into
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Figure 6: Optimal solutions to Case Studies 6 (left) and 7 (right), which additionally possess
the degree sequence specified in Case Study 3.
appropriate values in the context of the optimization formulation. The particular network
properties covered in this paper were chosen due to their popularity among network researchers and were meant to serve as a paradigm. The modeling techniques that were
presented can be utilized in extending the framework to handle a broad class of additional
properties that may be relevant to some particular application of interest.
We further compiled complete optimization formulations to specify various levels of connectivity, spread, assortativity and robustness on the networks to be generated, and we solved
a number of relevant case studies involving small (10-node) networks to illustrate the overall
framework. Solutions to these case studies were obtained within a few seconds or minutes
–depending on the instance– through the use of uncustomized, “off-the-shelf,” optimization
software. There are multiple factors that affect the computational performance of an MILP
solution process when dealing with instances of the Network Generation Problem. These include the size of the network to be constructed, the number and type of variables required to
encode the problem (which depends on the application), as well as the restrictiveness of the
desired specification. Future research will be directed towards establishing the limitations
of available “off-the-shelf” optimization software and, more importantly, towards developing
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customized solution methodologies in order to expand the current performance envelope.
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